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Golden Pearl

A handblocked button straw hand dyed to a soft
golden coffee colour, finished with a large pearl
bead, gold net and two large feathers. A
stunning easy to wear piece for a spring wedding
or the races to match this season’s pastel and
nude fashion tones. A classy piece.

$200

A hat that sits forward angled towards an
eyebrow. Golden Pearl is easy to wear and fits
any sized head with a millinery elastic
attachment. The elastic is available in cream,
black and brown to suit all hair colours. A one
off. Presented in a beautiful Gwendoline Grace
Hat box.

Paris

A hand blocked button straw in black and white
with its own sense of style. Paris is a versatile hat
that can be dressed up or worn as a more casual
look, depending on the occasion. It is trimmed
with a large grosgrain bow angled towards the
front.

$150

Paris fits snugly once placed on your head on a
jaunty angle and slightly forward. It is attached
with elastic which can be matched to your hair
colour and hidden.

New York nights

A glamorous hand blocked black button straw
trimmed in ruffled grosgrain with silver discs
attached to the ribbon. New York nights is a hat
with flavour, ideal to complete a look.

$150

New York nights is an easy to wear piece which
look best worn on a slight angle and attached
with a millinery elastic which can be hidden in
your hair.

Days Of Wine And
Roses

An elegant, one off, special occasion hat made
from a fine straw, shaped and stiffened onto a
sinamay base with a red rose as a central
feature. It has a wired brim edge finished with
traditional grosgrain ribbon hand stitched in
black.

$280

Days Of Wine And Roses fits any head size. It has
a large clip and 2 elastics attached to the
sinamay base to secure it.
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Strawberries and
Cream

A quality Panama straw ideal for daily wear for
sun protection and looking good! It has a wired
brim finished in hand stitched navy grosgrain,
trimmed with a wide red and white cotton band
clasped at the back with a large gapuire lace
daisy.

$150

Strawberries and cream is an easy to wear ,
durable hat that fits a medium to large head. An
elastic can be attached at clients request if it is
to be worn in windy conditions.

Dorothy

A more textured hard wearing quality straw from
Ecuador, hand blocked and shaped for sun
protection in the garden, shopping or best
dressed at the bush races! Trimmed in a candy
striped ribbon finished with pale blue grosgrain
edging.

$120

Requires correct head measurement for correct
millinery fit. Dorothy will fit a medium to large
head. Can be made to order.

Candy

A fine parisisal straw in lime, hand blocked with
a shaped brim. A very feminine spring race hat,
it is finished in wide pink striped ribbon with a
wired brim edge trimmed in musk grosgrain.

$250

A one off hat in this colour combination, it can
be made to order in other colours. The brim has
been styled for those who like a brim but are of
average height. Candy requires an accurate head
measurement to have the proper millinery fit.
Presented in a beautiful handmade Gwendoline
Grace hat box.

Daisy

For the bride that would love an easy to wear,
stylish head piece with a difference. Daisy is a
fine cream, hand blocked button straw, trimmed
with tulle bunches around the edge with a daisy
in the centre of each tulle bow.

$150

A hat that sits jauntily on a slight angle
across the forehead. The hat fits any sized
head with a millinery elastic attachment.
The elastic is available in cream, black and
brown to suit all hair colours. Daisy can be
made in a variety of colours.
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Crystal Rose

A beautiful flower head piece that will take you
from the races, to a wedding to a summer party.
Crystal Rose is a romantic piece. A hand tooled
pale pink silk oversized rose embellished with
crystal beads in the centre with a few scattered
across the petals.

$120

Crystal Rose is attached to a cream 12 cm wide
straw base with a large secure clip underneath.
It can be worn clipped securely to the side of the
head, or clasped at the back.

Orange Pekoe

A versatile piece for a party or the races, the
30 cm long orange and black dyed feathers gives
the piece a flirty touch, extending from an
orange silk rosette with a jewel centre and spritz
of black spotted netting.

$100

Orange Pekoe is easy to wear with a large secure
clip underneath the 12co wide black star base.

Jessica

Jessica is a fine pink and black piece with a flirty
elegance. The centre is a pink and black gentle,
grosgrain ribbon ruffle across the black straw
base finished with a centre jewel.

$100

Jessica is an easy to wear piece in any weather
conditions, with a large secure clip underneath
the 12cm wide straw base.

Turquoise
Regency

An artistic head piece with a black and cream
striped jinsin fan in the centre with a jewel
centre. The turquoise feathers extend from the
centre with long black straws and pearl beads. A
stunning piece!

$100

Turquoise Regency is an easy to wear piece in
any weather conditions, with a large secure clip
underneath the 12cm wide straw base.
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Mojito Girl

A feminine hat, classic in its simplicity. Mojito
Girl is made for a gorgeous frock at the races and
a cool bar on a hot, hot day. Made from a fine
cream parisisal straw, its elegant lines are
created by the minimalist crown trim, with a
blue raffia daisy in the crown centre, trimmed
with a matching vintage blue grosgrain ribbon
around the brim edge.

$300

Mojito Girl is a one off which fits a medium to
large sized head. Requires accurate head
measurement to fit comfortably. It can be made
to order in other colours and flowers.

Racing Rose

A sweet piece that is a versatile accessory in any
wardrobe. Racing Rose lends itself to any
occasion with a little pizzazz. An oversized red
rose on a small black straw with black spotted
net and black feather.

$100

Easy to wear with large clip to attach at side or
back of head. Can be made with other colours
and flowers.

Sabrina

A more texture, hard wearing quality straw
from Ecuador, hand blocked and shaped for sun
protection in the garden, shopping or best
dressed at the bush races! Trimmed in red
grosgrain ribbon completed with a red striped
button at the back.

$120

January Jones

A stunning classic race hat. January Jones is a
fine black straw, hand blocked and steamed into
shape for seduction! The large brim edge is
wired and finished in black grosgrain presenting
a quality millinery piece. The crown band is black
silk with a large bow at the back and a fine black
and white striped ribbon through the centre,
wrapped in black spotted netting.

$320

Requires accurate head measurement to fit
comfortably. January Jones is a limited edition,
but can be made in other colours to order.
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Vanilla Rose

A petite and truly feminine piece, Vanilla Rose
features a small hand blocked cream straw base,
with a large pale rose on top, encircled with
white spotted netting.

$150

A hat that sits on a slight angle across the
forehead. The hat fits any sized head with a
millinery elastic attachment. The elastic is
available in cream, black and brown to suit all
hair colours. Vanilla Rose can be made in a
variety of colours.

Priscilla

A versatile trans‐seasonal piece that could be
worn again and again to the races and / or
important celebrations. An elegant black, hand
blocked button straw with a black grosgrain
ribbon bow. Three long black feathers sweep
back across the hat extending back from the
bow. The feathers have some orange and pink
tint through them.

$150

A hat that sits jauntily on a slight angle across
the forehead with the bow sitting above the
eyebrow. The hat fits any sized head with a
millinery elastic attachment. The elastic is
available in cream, black and brown to suit all
hair colours. Priscilla can be made in a variety of
colours.

Blue Duchess

A beautiful and feminine piece, Blue Duchess is a
hand blocked button straw with a handmade
blue silk rose and spotted net as trim.

$180

A comfortable hat that fits snugly and easily in
place once it’s placed on your head, best worn
on a slight angle. Blue Duchess fits any sized
head with a millinery elastic attachment. The
elastic is available in cream, black and brown to
suit all hair colours. Blue Duchess can be made
in a number of colours.

Golden Straw

Commissioned by a client for a wedding, Golden
Straw is a hand blocked and hand dyed large
button straw, with 2 velvet gold roses and green
leaves as trim, finished in gold spotted net which
sweeps across the forehead and one eye. An
elegant and eye catching piece that works well
as a trans‐seasonal piece that would take you to
the races or a special event.

$180

Golden Straw is best worn on a slight angle. It is
a larger button straw so circumference maybe
larger than some head sizes. Golden Straw
should fit comfortably on any head size and
particularly suits fuller hairstyles. Fitted with a
millinery elastic attachment. The elastic is
available in cream, black and brown to suit all
hair colours. Made to order.
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Gwendoline Grace

One of the signature hats of Gwendoline Grace
and Gatsby Hats collection. A limited edition
piece with a “wow” factor. The hat is a hand
blocked crown and brim which is attached on an
angle. The crown fits a medium (22.5 inch) head
and is worn straight while the brim does all the
work for you. It swings around the crown on an
angle so has a very flattering angle across the
face. The hat is trimmed in one large hot pink
and red silk rose and band on the top with roses
and ruffles underneath the crown.

$350

Requires accurate head measurement to fit
comfortably. Gwendoline Grace can be made in
other colours. Made to order.

Louise

An elegant, easy to wear shape. Louise has a
lovely brim that does not overwhelm ladies of
average height as some brimmed hats can do. It
is made from a parasisal capaline (fine straw)
which has a separately hand blocked crown and
brim , finished using the traditional millinery
technique of a wired edge and grossgrain ribbon
edging on the brim.

$250
with
basic
trim as
shown.

Requires accurate head measurement for
correct millinery fit. Louise can be worn straight
on the head or on an angle. Louise is a classic
style which can be made in many other colours
with a basic or more extravagant trim using
ribbons, net and feathers etc. Made to order.

Blue Romance

A top hat style, hand blocked navy blue straw
with a neat brim. Blue Romance has a high
crown wrapped in an extravagant ice blue and
royal blue silk band finished with a cravat bow
at the back and a pearl and silver clasp.

$250

Requires accurate head measurement to fit
comfortably. Blue Romance will fit a medium
/average sized head (22.5 inches). It can be
made in many other colours with a basic or
more extravagant trim using ribbons, net and
feathers etc.

French Candy

A spunky little hat, easy to wear and carry if
travelling. A small hand blocked button straw in
hot pink with a cream and pink striped trim.
French Candy would take you to brunch, lunch, a
wedding, a party and or the races.

$130

Fitted with a millinery elastic attachment. The
elastic is available in cream, black and brown to
suit all hair colours. French Candy can be made
in other colours.
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Coco

A classic hat of the Gwendoline Grace collection.
Coco is a sophisticated, outstanding original
piece made from Jinsin, Japanese cloth and a
cream sinamay backing. A limited edition hat
that sets the wearer apart from the rest.

$400

Coco is attached to a black base with two
millinery elastics. Fits any head size. Made to
order

Riviera Girl

A simple sweet hat, easy to wear and travel with.
A classic nautical combination of navy straw ,
trimmed with red and white striped grosgrain
ribbon. Riviera Girl would take you to brunch,
lunch, a wedding, a party, the races.................or
just because!

$130

Fitted with a millinery elastic attachment. The
elastic is available in cream, black and brown to
suit all hair colours. Riviera Girl can be made in
other colours.

Princess Catherine

Fine French vintage straw with a combination of
free form sculpting and hand blocking, to create
an asymmetric hat. Princess Catherine is ideal for
those who like to have a hat with a difference. It
is a cream straw finished in muted purple/ grape
grossgrain ribbon edging with a bow at the back,
trimmed with a large rose on the crown.

$250

Requires accurate head measurement to fit
comfortably. Princess Catherine fits small to
medium head size (21.5/ 22 inch) .Can be made
to order with different colour combinations.

Blue Heart Band

Ideal for brides and bridal parties, Blue Heart is
easy to wear and a very feminine piece to
complete a beautiful dress. The headband is pale
blue satin with an off centre bow, made from
cotton lace and blue tulle finished with a silver
heart.

$50

One size fits all. Can be made to order in various
colours.

.
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Tiffany Band

A pale blue satin headband with a blue tulle bow
teased from the centre to create a tulle spray
feature with hand fixed diamantes. A sweet and
sparkly touch for brides and bridal parties.

$50

One size fits all. Can be made to order in various
colours.

White heart band

Ideal for brides and bridal parties, the white
heart band is easy to wear and a very feminine
piece to complete a beautiful dress. The
headband is white with an off centre bow, made
from cotton lace and white tulle finished with a
silver heart.

$50

One size fits all. Can be made to order in various
colours.

Silver Butterfly

A silver straw base, with silver braid
embellishment, trimmed with white tulle
spotted with diamantes teased from the centre.
A delicate and feminine piece which is a lovely
finish to a bridal outfit. Also available in gold and
white for brides.

$80

One size fits all, fitted with a millinery elastic
attachment. The elastic is available in cream,
black and brown to suit all hair colours. Can be
made to order in various colours, ideal for
cocktail events and race days. An easy to wear
piece for outside events where weather
conditions can be unpredictable

Limonchello

A hand blocked button straw in lemon sinamay,
trimmed with a handmade silk rose swathed in
citrus tulle.

$180

A comfortable hat that fits snugly and easily in
place once it’s placed on your head , best worn
on a slight angle. Limonchello fits any sized
head with a millinery elastic attachment. The
elastic is available in cream, black and brown to
suit all hair colours. Limonchello can be made in
a variety of colours.
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Porter Panache

A pale lime sinamay straw hand blocked button
hat, finished with feathers and large pearl bead
centrepiece.

$130

Porter Panache is an easy to wear hat that fits
snugly and easily in place once it’s placed on
your head, best worn on a slight angle and
forward. Porter Panache fits any sized head with
a millinery elastic attachment. The elastic is
available in cream, black and brown to suit all
hair colours. Porter Panache can be ordered in a
variety of colours.

Fairy Floss

A silver straw base with white tulle base teased
through silver centre buckle. Also available in
gold for brides and bridal parties.

$80

Fairy Floss is a versatile head piece that is
attached with a large clip which means it can be
worn on the top, side or back of the head. A
stylish hair piece that adds a finishing touch.

Cafe Late’ Rose

A petite hat that sits neatly for those wanting a
subtle but stylish touch. A cream hand blocked
straw trimmed with a handmade silk rose in 3
tones of cream and coffee.

$130

Cafe Late’ Rose is an easy to wear hat that fits
snugly and easily in place once it’s placed on
your head , best worn on a slight angle and
forward. Cafe Late’ Rose fits any sized head with
a millinery elastic attachment. The elastic is
available in cream, black and brown to suit all
hair colours. Cafe Late’ Rose can be ordered in a
variety of colours.

Pink Heart Band

Ideal for brides and bridal parties, Pink Heart is
easy to wear and a very feminine piece to
complete a beautiful dress. The headband is
cream with an off centre bow, made from cotton
lace and pink tulle finished with a silver heart.

$50

One size fits all. Can be made to order in various
colours.
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Garden Party

A fine cream French vintage straw, with a hand
blocked crown and free form sculpting in crown
top. Garden Party can be dressed up or down,
depending on the occasion and outfit. It also has
very good sun protection because of the shaped
brim. Garden Party has a pink and apricot
coloured rose feature at the front, with a pale
musk pink grossgrain ribbon band and brim
edging.

$220

Requires accurate head measurement to fit
comfortably. Garden Party fits a medium to
large size female head size (23/ 24 inch) .Can be
made to order with different colour
combinations

Blue Gatsby

An easy to wear fine straw hat for men which
will take them from the cricket, bbq, beach and
races. Blue Gatsby features a hand blocked
crown with steam shaping to create a subtle
fedora shaping at the front. Trimmed in a blue
and green grosgrain ribbon.

$180

Requires accurate head measurement for a
correct and comfortable millinery fit. Gatsby
Hats are made to order and made to fit .Can be
made with different colour combinations on the
band, also available in black straw.

White Bride’s veil

A medium length two tiered veil finished with a
scallop edge and pearl beads. The veil has been
customised onto a head band which is covered in
a wide, white gathered satin ribbon. There are 3
silver/ white rose motifs attached to both sides
of the veil.

$100

An easy to wear veil that adds a finishing touch
without getting in the way.

Green silk hibiscus

Gwendoline Grace and Gatsby Hats has a range
of hand made flowers available which can be
worn by themselves or attached to hats and
head pieces in a variety of colours. Prices vary
between $50‐ $80/ piece depending on size,
number and fabric used. Ideal for school balls,
gifts, the races and weddings. All flowers are
presented in their own box, as all Gwendoline
Grace and Gatsby Hats are.
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Silk cabbage rose

Multi pink
chrysanthenum

Sweetheart

A beautiful bride’s hat in cream straw, hand
blocked in the shape of a heart, trimmed with a
large diamante brooch and teased tulle at the
back of the heart.

Silk Gateau

A stunning Gwendoline Grace original one off.
Silk Gateau is made from a fine cream capaline
straw with a hand blocked crown and hand
sculpted large brim. A big, elegant hat, trimmed
in a thick coffee coloured silk band attached on
the side with a cream beaded vintage French hat
pin.

Sweetheart is an easy to wear hat that fits
snugly and easily in place once it’s placed on
your head . Sweetheart fits any sized head with
a millinery elastic attachment. The elastic is
available in cream, black and brown to suit all
hair colours. Sweetheart can be ordered in a
variety of colours, and is easy to travel with.

$320

Fits medium sized head (22.5 inches), requires
accurate head measurement for correct
millinery fit.
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Midnight Magic

A beautiful black straw top hat ,a limited edition
piece in the Gwendoline Grace range. The hat
has a hand blocked tall crown with a small brim
finished using the traditional millinery technique
of a wired edge covered in black grossgrain
ribbon. The trim is an extravagant raw silk black
gathered band fringed on both edges for a
shabby chic finish. A fine black and white spotted
ribbon runs across the centre of the wide band.
A Midnight Magic features a large black rose at
the front attached with tall straws embellished
with pearls. Midnight Magic is a dressy hat with
a real WOW factor for any special occasion.

$350

Midnight Magic is made to fit a medium sized
head (22.5 inch crown fit). Can be made to order
in other colours.

Pink Cocktail

A black straw, hand blocked in a love heart
shape, finished in hot pink grosgrain ribbon
edging. At the back of the hat, there is a bow in
the same ribbon, with a small black beaded
organza daisy in the centre.

$150

Pink Cocktail is an easy to wear hat that fits
snugly and easily in place once it’s placed on
your head .Pink Cocktail fits any sized head with
a millinery elastic attachment. The elastic is
available in cream, black and brown to suit all
hair colours.Pink Cocktail can be ordered in a
variety of colours.

The Gwendoline Grace and Gatsby Hats
philosophy is that “every beautiful hat deserves
a beautiful hat box”. So here at Gwendoline
Grace, we have put a lot of time, (a year!) effort
and market research into finding and developing
beautiful hat boxes for our clients. We are proud
to tell you, that a WA company “Westcare” was
chosen to make most of our hat boxes,
particularly for our larger hat range and mens
hats. As you can see pink boxes for women,
black for men, both with silver lettering, also
done by Westcare. Westcare create quality
packaging for all sorts of goods, and are one of
the state’s largest employers of people with
disabilities. Gwendoline Grace and Gatsby Hats
are proud to support Westcare and thank them
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for their professionalism and craftsmanship. For
purely practical reasons, the smaller hexagonal
ggghat box is pale pink from an existing
commercial product customised for ggghats. All
boxes come with a pink cotton carry strap, ideal
for travel and storage.
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For men.

